POLICE MEDAL FOR MERITORIOUS SERVICE

REPUBLIC DAY-2017

ANDHRA PRADESH

1. SHRI K KOTESWARA RAO, SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE, VIJAYAWADA, ANDHRA PRADESH

2. SHRI KONDETI BALA VENKATESWARA RAO, ADDITIONAL SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE, ONGOLE, ANDHRA PRADESH

3. SHRI KUCHIPUDI NAGESH BABU, DEPUTY SUPERINTENENT OF POLICE, VIJAYAWADA, ANDHRA PRADESH

4. SHRI M VENKATESWARA RAO, ASSISTANT COMMANDANT, HYDERABAD, ANDHRA PRADESH

5. SHRI VATSAVAYI SATYANARAYANA VARMA, ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER OF POLICE, VIJAYAWADA, ANDHRA PRADESH

6. SHRI YARLADADDA BALAPHANI TRIADHA ANKINEEDU PRASAD, DEPUTY SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE, GUDIVADA, ANDHRA PRADESH

7. SHRI K.S. NANJUNDAPPA, SUB DIVISION POLICE OFFICER, RENIGUNTA, ANDHRA PRADESH

8. SHRI SALVA RAMA RAJU RAJASEKHAR RAJU, DSP, KURNOOL, ANDHRA PRADESH

9. SHRI KHASIM KHAN, SUB INSPECTOR, VIJAYAWADA, ANDHRA PRADESH

10. SHRI MEDIDA JOGA RAO, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR, VIZIANAGARAM, ANDHRA PRADESH

11. SHRI VASIGALA VENKATA RAMBABU, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR, ELuru, ANDHRA PRADESH

12. SHRI KURAKULA VENKATA RAMESH, ASSISTANT RESERVE SUB INSPECTOR, VIZIANAGARAM, ANDHRA PRADESH

13. SHRI PONNAPALLI VISWANARAYANA KRISHNA, HEAD CONSTABLE, TIRUPATI, ANDHRA PRADESH

14. SMT. KUNDI NAGARATNAM, HEAD CONSTABLE, VISAKHAPATNAM, ANDHRA PRADESH

15. SHRI GUTTA LOKANATHA CHOWDARY, HEAD CONSTABLE, ANANTAPURAMU, ANDHRA PRADESH

ASSAM

16. SHRI DR. UMESH BARMAN, SP, APRO ULUBARI, ASSAM

17. SHRI DEBAJIT DEORI, SP, KARBI ANGLONG, ASSAM

18. SHRI NARAYAN DAS, INSPECTOR, GUWAHATI, ASSAM

19. SHRI AMBARISH KUMAR BARMAN, INSPECTOR, GUWAHATI, ASSAM

20. SHRI BISWAJIT BOSE, SUB INSPECTOR, GOALPARA, ASSAM
21. SHRI BIDHUT KUMAR MALAKAR, HEAD CONSTABLE, GUWAHATI, ASSAM
22. SHRI JUNA RAM KALITA, HAVILDAR, GOLAGHAT, ASSAM
23. SHRI MATHURA MOHAN RAY, HAVILDAR, GOLAGHAT, ASSAM
24. SHRI KUMUD CHANDRA GOGOI, HEAD CONSTABLE, GUWAHATI, ASSAM
25. SHRI ABDUL BATAB MONDAL, CONSTABLE, BONGAIGAON, ASSAM
26. SHRI ORKI BASUMATARY, CONSTABLE, BONGAIGAON, ASSAM
27. SHRI ARUN KUMAR PRATIHAST, CONSTABLE, GUWAHATI, ASSAM
28. SMT. ANnapurna GUPTA, CONSTABLE, GUWAHATI, ASSAM

BIHAR

29. SHRI PARAS NATH, IG OF POLICE, PATNA, BIHAR
30. SHRI SHALIN, DIG, PATNA, BIHAR
31. SHRI DILIP KUMAR MISHRA, SP, ARWAL, BIHAR
32. SHRI MD FAROGHUDDIN, AIG BMP, PATNA, BIHAR
33. SHRI NILESH KUMAR, SP /Commandant, PATNA, BIHAR
34. SHRI VINAY KUMAR SHARMA, INSPECTOR, PATNA, BIHAR
35. SHRI KRIPAL CHANDRA JAISWAL, INSPECTOR, PATNA, BIHAR
36. SHRI JAMALUDDIN ANSARI, HAVILDAR, DGP OFFICE PATNA, BIHAR
37. SHRI RAJESH KUMAR SHARMA, INSPECTOR, PATNA, BIHAR
38. SHRI ASHOK KUMAR JHA, ASI, PATNA, BIHAR
39. SHRI ARUN KUMAR MISHRA, ASI, PATNA, BIHAR
40. SMT. RANJU DEVI, ASI, PATNA, BIHAR
41. SHRI SHAMIM MOHAMMAD KHAN, HAVILDAR, PATNA, BIHAR
42. SHRI RATAN KUMAR MISHRA, CONSTABLE, PATNA, BIHAR

CHHATTISGARH

43. DR. ANAND CHHABRA, DIG, SIB SB NAXAL OPS PHQ RAIPUR, CHHATTISGARH
44. SHRI MELA RAM AHIRE, COMMANDENT, ELEVENTH BN CAF JANJGIR - CHAMPA, CHHATTISGARH
45. SHRI GOVARDHAN RAM THAKUR, COMMANDENT, TWELTH BN CAF RAMANUJGANJ, CHHATTISGARH
46. SHRI PRABHUNATH SINGH, COMPANY COMMANDER, FOURTH BN CAF MANA RAIPUR, CHHATTISGARH

47. SHRI PUNE SINGH JURRY, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR, BIJAPUR, CHHATTISGARH

48. SHRI AMAR SAI, HEAD CONSTABLE, SPECIAL BRANCH PHQ RAJUR, CHHATTISGARH

49. SHRI KHUSHAL CHAND VERMA, HEAD CONSTABLE, RAIPUR, CHHATTISGARH

50. SHRI CHAINURAM GAVDE, HEAD CONSTABLE, SUKMA, CHHATTISGARH

51. SHRI MUYA MADKAMI, HEAD CONSTABLE, SUKMA, CHHATTISGARH

52. SHRI KASHI RAM KUNJAM, CONSTABLE, JAGDALPUR, CHHATTISGARH

NCT OF DELHI

53. SHRI HARBIR SINGH, SUB INSPECTOR, CRIME RECORD OFFICE POLICE STATION KAMLA MARKET, NCT OF DELHI

54. SHRI KHAZAN SINGH, SUB INSPECTOR, POLICE CONTROL ROOM MODEL TOWN II, NCT OF DELHI

55. SMT. NEERU AGGARWAL, SUB INSPECTOR SUPERVISOR TECHNICIAN, OPERATIONS AND COMMUNICATION SHALIMAR BAGH DELHI, NCT OF DELHI

56. MRS. PUSHPA KUMARI, WOMEN ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR, RASTRAPATI BHAWAN, NCT OF DELHI

57. SHRI JAI BHAGWAN, HEAD CONSTABLE, VINAY MARG NEW DELHI, NCT OF DELHI

58. SHRI HAR PRASAD, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR, POLICE TRAINING COLLEGE JHARODA KALAN NEW DELHI, NCT OF DELHI

59. MRS. RAJNI LAKRA, WOMEN HEAD CONSTABLE, NORTH DISTRICT, NCT OF DELHI

60. MRS. SUNITA, WOMEN HEAD CONSTABLE, POLICE TRAINING COLLEGE JHARODA KALAN NEW DELHI, NCT OF DELHI

61. SHRI KRISHAN KUMAR GOUR, CONSTABLE, POLICE TRAINING COLLEGE JHARODA KALAN NEW DELHI, NCT OF DELHI

62. SHRI RAJ PAL, HEAD CONSTABLE SPECIAL GRADE, VINAY MARG NEW DELHI, NCT OF DELHI

GUJARAT

63. SHRI BALVANTSINH CHAVDA, DEPUTY SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE, AHMEDABAD, GUJARAT

64. SHRI LALITBHAI JIVABHAI SADARIYA, SUB INSPECTOR, PAROLE AND FURLOUGH SQUAD BHARUCH, GUJARAT

65. SHRI UDESINH DABHI, SUB INSPECTOR, ANAND RURAL POLICE STATION, GUJARAT

66. SHRI HITESHKUMAR KANDARPKUMAR JOSHI, SUB INSPECTOR, STATE RESERVE POLICE GROUP TWELVE GANDBHINAGAR, GUJARAT
67. SHRI KANTIBHAI RATHOD, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR, MEHSANA DIVISION MEHSANA, GUJARAT
68. SHRI SURESHKUMAR BHANDORIYA, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR, GANDHINAGAR, GUJARAT
69. SHRI ARUNKUMAR SHANTILAL TRIVEDI, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR, RAJULA POLICE STATION AMRELI DISTT, GUJARAT
70. SHRI CHAVDA NARENDRASINH, HEAD CONSTABLE, LIB GANDHINAGAR DISTT, GUJARAT
71. SHRI MERKHIBHAI JESHABHAI AGATH, HEAD CONSTABLE, LOCAL CRIME BRANCH PORBANDAR, GUJARAT
72. SHRI DHARMENDRASINH BIJUBHA VAGHELA, HEAD CONSTABLE, RAJKOT, GUJARAT
73. SHRI MAYURDHWAJSINH JADEJA, HEAD CONSTABLE, KUTCH, GUJARAT
74. SHRI PANDE SHARDAPRASAD GOVINDPRASAD, HEAD CONSTABLE, SRPF GROUP NINE VADODARA, GUJARAT
75. SHRI SHIRISHKUMAR AMRUTLAL CHUDASAMA, CONSTABLE, RAJKOT RURAL, GUJARAT
76. SHRI HARESHBHAI BHARADA, INTELLIGENCE OFFICER, INT HO GANDHINAGAR, GUJARAT
77. SHRI BABULAL RATILAL GILATAR, ASSISTANT INTELLIGENCE OFFICER, INT HO GANDHINAGAR, GUJARAT

**HARYANA**

78. SHRI RAJENDER KUMAR, IGP, PANCHKULA, HARYANA
79. SHRI SIBASH KABIRAJ, DIG, MADHUBAN, HARYANA
80. SHRI ASHOK KUMAR, SP, BHIWANI, HARYANA
81. SHRI OM PRAKASH, SP, FATEHABAD, HARYANA
82. SHRI SURESH CHAND, DSP, AMBALA CANTT, HARYANA
83. SHRI AMAR SINGH, INSPECTOR, MADHUBAN, HARYANA
84. SHRI WATAN SINGH, INSPECTOR, MADHUBAN, HARYANA
85. SHRI RAMESH CHAND, SUB INSPECTOR, MADHUBAN, HARYANA
86. SHRI SATPAL SINGH, SUB INSPECTOR, PANCHKULA, HARYANA
87. SHRI SHAMSHER SINGH, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR, PANCHKULA, HARYANA
88. SHRI NARESH KUMAR, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR, PANCHKULA, HARYANA
89. SMT. SUKHJINDER PAL KAUR, LADY EXEMPTEE ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR, PANCHKULA, HARYANA
HIMACHAL PRADESH

90. SHRI DHAN SUKH DUTTA, DSP, CID, SHIMLA, HIMACHAL PRADESH
91. SHRI RAMESH CHAND, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR, CTS, SHIMLA, HIMACHAL PRADESH
92. SHRI SHER SINGH, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR, SHIMLA, HIMACHAL PRADESH
93. SHRI SUDESH KUMAR, SUB INSPECTOR, TTR SHIMLA, HIMACHAL PRADESH

JAMMU AND KASHMIR

94. SHRI GOWHAR HUSSAIN MIR, JOINT DIRECTOR PROSECUTION, JAMMU AND KASHMIR, JAMMU AND KASHMIR
95. SHRI GHULAM RASOOL DAR, DY DIRECTOR, JAMMU AND KASHMIR, JAMMU AND KASHMIR
96. SHRI PRABH DAYAL SHARMA, SP DY CO IRP, CHANNI HIMMAT JAMMU, JAMMU AND KASHMIR
97. SHRI LABHU RAM SHARMA, SP DY CO IRP, BARAMULLA, JAMMU AND KASHMIR
98. SHRI AJAZ RASOOL MIR, ADDL SP HQRS, ANANTNAG KASHMIR, JAMMU AND KASHMIR
99. SHRI AIJAZ AHMAD MIR, DYSP, KHANYAR SRINAGAR, JAMMU AND KASHMIR
100. SHRI BHAGWAN DASS, DYSP, UDHAMPUR, JAMMU AND KASHMIR
101. SHRI MOHD AZEEM QURESHI, DYSP, JAMMU, JAMMU AND KASHMIR
102. SHRI DESHBIR SINGH, INSPECTOR, JAMMU, JAMMU AND KASHMIR
103. SHRI NISSAR AHMAD BAKSHI, INSPECTOR, PARIMPORA SRINAGAR, JAMMU AND KASHMIR
104. SHRI FAROOQ HUSSAIN SHAH, INSPECTOR, JAMMU, JAMMU AND KASHMIR
105. SHRI RAVINDER KUMAR SHARMA, INSPECTOR, JAMMU, JAMMU AND KASHMIR
106. SHRI MANZOOR AHMAD SHEIKH, SUB INSPECTOR, JAMMU, JAMMU AND KASHMIR
107. SHRI ALIF DIN KHAN, SUB INSPECTOR, BARAMULLA, JAMMU AND KASHMIR
108. SHRI SUNDER SINGH, SUB INSPECTOR, JAMMU, JAMMU AND KASHMIR
109. SHRI ANGREZ SINGH MANHAS, HEAD CONSTABLE, UDHAMPUR, JAMMU AND KASHMIR

KARNATAKA

110. SHRI P PAPANNA, DEPUTY COMMISSIONER OF POLICE, CAR SOUTH BENGALURU CITY, KARNATAKA
111. SHRI C T JAYKUMAR, ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER OF POLICE, KHADEBAZAR SUB DIVISION BELGAVI CITY, KARNATAKA
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112. SHRI UDAY NAYAK, ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER OF POLICE, CENTRAL SUBDIVISION MANGALURU CITY, KARNATAKA

113. SHRI C R RAVISHANKAR, DEPUTY SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE, CID BENGALURU, KARNATAKA

114. SHRI ANTHONY JOHN J K, DEPUTY SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE, ACB BENGALURU, KARNATAKA

115. SHRI M K GANESH, ASSISTANT COMMANDANT, KSRP BENGALURU, KARNATAKA

116. SHRI S B MAHESHWARAPPA, DSP, CENTRAL RANGE BENGALURU, KARNATAKA

117. SHRI VALENTINE D'SOUZA, ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER OF POLICE, CCRB MANGALURU CITY, KARNATAKA

118. SHRI PARASHURAM S WADDAI, SUB INSPECTOR, INTELLIGENCE BENGALURU, KARNATAKA

119. SMT. K R SUNITHA, SUB INSPECTOR, NR PURA PS CHIKKAMAGALURU DISTRICT, KARNATAKA

120. SMT. K REENA, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR, PCW BENGALURU, KARNATAKA

121. SMT. LAKSHMI RAJANNA, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR, ISD SOUTHERN RANGE MYSURU, KARNATAKA

122. SHRI P M SUBBAIAH, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR, INTELLIGENCE BENGALURU, KARNATAKA

123. SHRI N MURALIDHARA MANE, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR, KSRP MYSURU, KARNATAKA

124. SHRI K PUDDA, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR, N R PURA PS CHIKKAMAGALURU DISTRICT, KARNATAKA

125. SHRI K K HONNE GOWDA, HEAD CONSTABLE, OFFICE OF THE IGP FC BENGALURU, KARNATAKA

126. SHRI MUKUNDA, HEAD CONSTABLE, OFFICE OF THE IGP FC BENGALURU, KARNATAKA

127. SHRI SANJEEVAIAN SAMPATH, HEAD CONSTABLE, CID BENGALURU, KARNATAKA

128. SHRI RAMACHANDRA RAO, HEAD CONSTABLE, KSRP BENGALURU, KARNATAKA

MADHYA PRADESH

129. SHRI RAVI SHANKAR DEHARIA, A I G, COMPLAINT PHQ BHOPAL, MADHYA PRADESH

130. SHRI RAMADHAR BHARDWAJ, CITY SUPDT OF POLICE, T T NAGAR BHOPAL, MADHYA PRADESH

131. SHRI BADRI PRASAD, BADRI PRASAD, DY S P, SB PHQ BHOPAL, MADHYA PRADESH

132. SHRI SATISH KUMAR VERMA, DY S P, BHOPAL, MADHYA PRADESH

133. SHRI RAMDAS GURJAR, PLATOON COMMANDAR, 23 BN BHABHADA ROAD BHOPAL, MADHYA PRADESH

134. SHRI VIJAY SHANKAR UPADHYAY, SUB INSPECTOR, ZONAL S P OFFICE JABALPUR, MADHYA PRADESH

135. SHRI BARNAM SINGH, ASTT PLATOON COMMANDAR, 1ST BN S A F INDORE, MADHYA PRADESH

136. SHRI BRIJ MOHAN SHARMA, ASTT SUB INSPECTOR, DRP LINE MANDSAUR, MADHYA PRADESH
137. SHRI HARISHANKAR PRAJAPATI, HEAD CONSTABLE, JNPA SAGAR, MADHYA PRADESH
138. SHRI RAMBAHADUR RAM, HEAD CONSTABLE, SCR BHOPAL, MADHYA PRADESH
139. SHRI RAM SIYA SAHU, HEAD CONSTABLE, POLICE TRAINING SCHOOL REWA, MADHYA PRADESH
140. SHRI RAM NIWAS RENGAR, HEAD CONSTABLE, POLICE LINE DATIA, MADHYA PRADESH
141. SHRI SHIV KUMAR SHARMA, CONSTABLE, LOKAYUKTA BHOPAL, MADHYA PRADESH
142. SHRI BRANDAVAN SHARMA, CONSTABLE, 29 BN SAF DATIA, MADHYA PRADESH
143. SHRI DEVENDRA KUMAR KAUSHAL, CONSTABLE ARMS, 23 BN SAF BHABHADA ROAD BHOPAL, MADHYA PRADESH
144. SHRI GAJENDRA PRASAD KHANTWAL, HEAD CONSTABLE, EOW BHOPAL, MADHYA PRADESH

MAHARASHTRA

145. SHRI MAHADEO BHIMRAO TAMBADE, SUPREIDENT OF POLICE, CID EOW, MAHARASHTRA
146. SHRI SHANTILAL ARJUN BHAMARE, DY COMMAR OF POLICE, MANTRALAYA SECURITY MUMBAI, MAHARASHTRA
147. SHRI YASHWANT NAMEDEO VATKAR, ASST. INSPECTOR GENERAL, MUMBAI, MAHARASHTRA
148. SHRI SUNIL WAMANRAO KHALADKAR, ASST COMMAR OF POLICE, PUNE CITY, MAHARASHTRA
149. SHRI SANJAY SHAMRAO NIKAM, DY SP, ANTI CORRUPTION BUREAU MUMBAI, MAHARASHTRA
150. SHRI VIJAYSINGH RAMKRISHNA GAIKWAD, SR POLICE INSPECTOR, PUNE CITY, MAHARASHTRA
151. SHRI FASIUDDIN MOINUDDIN KHAN, INSPECTOR, MT SECTION AURANGABAD CITY, MAHARASHTRA
152. SHRI SAWATA MAHADEO SHINDE, INSPECTOR, SP RAIGAD, MAHARASHTRA
153. SHRI SANJAY GANPAT SURVE, INSPECTOR, CRIME BRANCH MUMBAI CITY, MAHARASHTRA
154. SHRI SUKHLAL ANANDA VARPE, INSPECTOR, MUMBAI, MAHARASHTRA
155. MRS. SEEMA DEEPAK MEHENDALE, INSPECTOR, POLICE CONTROL ROOM PUNE CITY, MAHARASHTRA
156. SHRI SANJAY BHAUSAHEB NAIK PATIL, INSPECTOR, VIMANTAL POLICE STN PUNE CITY, MAHARASHTRA
157. SHRI ABHAY SHAMSUNDAR KURUNDKAR, INSPECTOR, LOCAL CRIME BRANCH THANE RURAL, MAHARASHTRA
158. SHRI PRAKASH MANOHAR NALAWADE, ASST POLICE INSPECTOR, STATE INTELLIGENCE DEPARTMENT MUMBAI, MAHARASHTRA
159. SHRI SHRIKANT CHANDRAKANT UBALE, ASST POLICE CONSTABLE, SPECIAL TASK FORCE BEED, MAHARASHTRA
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160. SHRI BABANRAO BALASAHEB BHOR, SUB INSPECTOR, OFFICE OF THE COMMR OF POLICE PUNE CITY, MAHARASHTRA

161. SHRI VIJAY RAJARAM AMBEKAR, SUB INSPECTOR, ANTI ROBBERY DACOITY CELL KURLA MUMBAY CITY, MAHARASHTRA

162. SHRI AJINATH DATTATRAY WAKSE, ASST SUB INSPECTOR, CRIME BRANCH, MAHARASHTRA

163. SHRI PUNAJI PANDURANG DOIJAD, ASST SUB INSPECTOR, PRINCIPAL POLICE TRAINING CENTRE NANVEEJ PUNE, MAHARASHTRA

164. SHRI ASHOK BABURAO GAIKWAD, ASST SUB INSPECTOR, POLICE HEAD QUARTER LATUR, MAHARASHTRA

165. SHRI ASHOK SHIVRAM ZAGADE, ASST SUB INSPECTOR, POLICE HEADQUARTER PUNE RURAL, MAHARASHTRA

166. SHRI ARUN ATMARAM POTE, ASST SUB INSPECTOR, PRINCIPAL POLICE TRAINING CENTER NANVEEJ PUNE, MAHARASHTRA

167. SHRI VIDYADHAR RANGNATH TEKALE, ASST SUB INSPECTOR, CRO LATUR, MAHARASHTRA

168. SHRI JAGANNATH DEVIDAS SURYAWANSHI, ASST SUB INSPECTOR, DSB LATUR, MAHARASHTRA

169. SHRI KALYAN MAHADEO GHODKE, ASST SUB INSPECTOR, POLICE HEADQUARTER MT SECTION BEED, MAHARASHTRA

170. SHRI SANJAY JAGANNATH KHARAT, ASST SUB INSPECTOR, SOLAPUR CITY, MAHARASHTRA

171. SHRI HANUMANT SAKHARAM TULASKAR, ASST SUB INSPECTOR, SRPF GR VIII MUMBAY, MAHARASHTRA

172. SHRI VILAS KONDIBA GHOGARE, HEAD CONSTABLE, SAHAKAR NAGAR POLICE STATION PUNE CITY, MAHARASHTRA

173. SHRI RAJENDRA PANDURANG KARANDE, HEAD CONSTABLE, VERSOVA P S MUMBAY CITY, MAHARASHTRA

174. SHRI ASHOK ANANDRAO HUMBE, HEAD CONSTABLE, CRIME BRANCH CID MUMBAY CITY, MAHARASHTRA

175. SHRI BALVANT DATTATRAY YADAV, HEAD CONSTABLE, SAMARTH POLICE STATION PUNE CITY, MAHARASHTRA

176. SHRI RAMESH MAHADEV JADHAV, HEAD CONSTABLE, POLICE CONTROL ROOM THANE CITY, MAHARASHTRA

177. SHRI MOHAN POSHA MORE, HEAD CONSTABLE, CYBER CELL CRIME BRANCH RAIGAD, MAHARASHTRA

178. SHRI ASHOK BAJRANG KAMBLE, HEAD CONSTABLE, SPECIAL BRANCH PUNE CITY, MAHARASHTRA
179. SHRI PANDURANG SHANKAR KHEDEKAR, HEAD CONSTABLE, MIDC MAHAD POLICE STATION RAIGAD, MAHARASHTRA

180. SHRI JAIPIRAKASH JAGANNATH MANE, INTELLIGENCE OFFICER, STATE INTELLIGENCE DEPT MUMBAI, MAHARASHTRA

181. SHRI CHANDRAKANT PARBATI SHINDE, HEAD CONSTABLE, ARMED POLICE TARDEO MUMBAI, MAHARASHTRA

182. SHRI JAYWANT CHANDRAKANT SANKPAL, HEAD CONSTABLE, CRIME BRANCH C I D MUMBAI CITY, MAHARASHTRA

183. SHRI RAJEEV VISHNU JADHAV, HEAD CONSTABLE, CRIME BRANCH C I D MUMBAI CITY, MAHARASHTRA

MEGHALAYA

184. SHRI KHEK LYNGDOH, HAVILDAR, MEGHALAYA, MEGHALAYA

185. SHRI JONAS MARING, HAVILDAR, MEGHALAYA, MEGHALAYA

186. SHRI ROBIN MAKRI, HAVILDAR, MEGHALAYA BN, MEGHALAYA

MIZORAM

187. SHRI PREM NATH, AIG, AIZAWL MIZORAM, MIZORAM

188. SHRI C LALROHLOUA, DY SP, AIZAWL, MIZORAM

189. SHRI VANLAL BIAKA JOUTE, INSPECTOR, THENZAWL, MIZORAM

ODISHA

190. SMT. S SHYNI, DEPUTY INSPECTOR GENERAL, KORAPUT, ODISHA

191. SHRI V. RAGHUNATH RAO, ADDITIONAL SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE, KORAPUT, ODISHA

192. SHRI DILIP KUMAR PUROHIT, SUB DIVISIONAL POLICE OFFICER, TITILAGARH BOLANGIR, ODISHA

193. SHRI BIBHUDHENDU SAHOO, DEPUTY SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE, VIGILANCE DIRECTORATE CUTTACK, ODISHA

194. SHRI SURYAMANI PRADHAN, INSPECTOR, BHUBANESWAR, ODISHA

195. SMT. GEETA RANI SETHI, INSPECTOR, SECURITY WING BHUBANESWAR, ODISHA

196. SHRI PRAMOD KUMAR SAHOO, INSPECTOR, SPECIAL BRANCH HEAD QUARTERS BHUBANESWAR, ODISHA

197. SHRI DALABANDHU PRADHAN, SUB INSPECTOR OF POLICE, KORAPUT, ODISHA
198. SHRI SUBASH CHANDRA MISHRA, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR, CID CB ODISHA CUTTACK, ODISHA
199. SHRI MOHAN CHANDRA MALLICK, HAVILDAR, KALAHANDI, ODISHA
200. SHRI RAMESWAR NAIK, CONSTABLE, KALAHANDI, ODISHA

**PUNJAB**

201. SHRI SNEHDEEP SHARMA, SR SUPDT OF POLICE, MOGA, PUNJAB
202. SHRI DILJINDER SINGH DHILLON, SR SUPDT OF POLICE, BATALA, PUNJAB
203. SHRI JAGMOHAN SINGH, SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE, TARN TARAN, PUNJAB
204. SHRI GURMIT SINGH, SSP VIGILANCE BUREAU, BATHINDA, PUNJAB
205. SHRI PARGAT CHAND, DSP CID TRAINING SCHOOL, PUNJAB CHANDIGARH, PUNJAB
206. SHRI MURLI DHAR, INSPECTOR, SDI GRP LUDHIANA, PUNJAB
207. SHRI HARJINDER SINGH, INSPECTOR, SHO FOCAL POINT LUDHIANA, PUNJAB
208. SHRI RAJINDER SINGH, SUB INSPECTOR, LO PAP JALLANDHAR, PUNJAB
209. SHRI AJAY KUMAR, SUB INSPECTOR, CID HEADQUARTERS PUBJAB CHANDIGARH, PUNJAB
210. SHRI GOKAL RAM, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR, CM SECURITY PUNJAB CHANDIGARH, PUNJAB
211. SHRI RAKESH KUMAR, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR, INCHARGE DISTT TRAFFIC SANGRUR Q, PUNJAB
212. SHRI ACHAL KUMAR, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR, CID HQR PUNJAB CHANDIGARH, PUNJAB
213. SHRI SUKHJINDER PAL, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR, RANGE OFFICE PATIALA, PUNJAB
214. SHRI JAGDEEP SINGH, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR, DPO BARNALA, PUNJAB

**RAJASTHAN**

215. SHRI JHABAR MAL YADAV, COMPANY COMMANDER, FIFTH RAC JAIPUR, RAJASTHAN
216. SHRI AMZAD KHAN, INSPECTOR, JAIPUR, RAJASTHAN
217. SHRI NAND KISHORE JAT, INSPECTOR, JAIPUR, RAJASTHAN
218. SHRI ANIL MALHOTRA, SUB INSPECTOR, SSB HQ JAIPUR, RAJASTHAN
219. SHRI NAND LAL, SUB INSPECTOR, JAIPUR, RAJASTHAN
220. SHRI MADAN SINGH RAJPUT, PLATOON COMMANDER, FIFTH BATALAYAN RAC JAIPUR, RAJASTHAN
221. SHRI MAHESH KUMAR TAK, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR, CID CB JAIPUR, RAJASTHAN
222. SHRI MAHESH GOYAL, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR, COMMISSIONERATE JODHPUR, RAJASTHAN
223. SHRI RAM GOPAL KHANDEL, HEAD CONSTABLE, JAIPUR, RAJASTHAN
224. SHRI BABU LAL KHATIK, HEAD CONSTABLE, BIKANER, RAJASTHAN

225. SHRI VASUDEV GOSWAMI, CONSTABLE, JAIPUR, RAJASTHAN

226. SHRI ISLAM ALI KAYAMKHANI, CONSTABLE, BIKANER, RAJASTHAN

SIKKIM

227. SHRI PETAP BHUTIA, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR, PANGTHANG, SIKKIM, SIKKIM

TAMIL NADU

228. SHRI U MANICKavel, ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER OF POLICE, GOLDEN ROCK LAW AND ORDER TRICHY CITY, TAMIL NADU

229. SHRI N KUMAR, ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER OF POLICE, THIRUVOTTIYUR RANGE NORTH ZONE GREATER CHENNAI POLICE, TAMIL NADU

230. SHRI P LOGGANATHAN, DEPUTY SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE, ALGSC HEADQUARTERS CHENNAI, TAMIL NADU

231. SHRI C BHARATHY, DEPUTY SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE, SECURITY BRANCH CID CHENNAI, TAMIL NADU

232. SHRI P KANNAN, DEPUTY SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE, KRISHNAGIRI SUB DIVISION KRISHNAGIRI DISTRICT, TAMIL NADU

233. SHRI V EZHILARASU, DEPUTY SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE, CCIW CID VILLUPURAM, TAMIL NADU

234. SHRI K N SUDHARSAN, INSPECTOR OF POLICE, SPECIAL BRANCH CID HEADQUARTERS CHENNAI, TAMIL NADU

235. SHRI J VIJAI ANAND, INSPECTOR, TNUSRB EGMORE CHENNAI, TAMIL NADU

236. SHRI N PREMANANDHAN, INSPECTOR, PODANUR LAW AND ORDER PS COIMBATORE, TAMIL NADU

237. SHRI R RAGUPATHI, INSPECTOR, VIGILANCE AND ANTI CORRUPTION THOOTHUKUDI, TAMIL NADU

238. SHRI M ARULDHAS, INSPECTOR, CRIME BRANCH CID MT EGMORE CHENNAI, TAMIL NADU

239. SHRI M RAVICHANDAR, INSPECTOR, ARMED RESERVE COIMBATORE CITY, TAMIL NADU

240. SHRI R DEVAKUMAR, INSPECTOR, SECRETARIAT CHENNAI, TAMIL NADU

241. SHRI A RAJA, SUB INSPECTOR, SPECIAL BRANCH CID SALEM CITY, TAMIL NADU

242. SHRI S RATHINAM, SPECIAL SUB INSPECTOR OF POLICE, VIGILANCE AND ANTI CORRUPTION THANJAVUR, TAMIL NADU

243. SHRI J GOPINATHAN, SUB INSPECTOR, VIGILANCE AND ANTI CORRUPTION CSU CHENNAI, TAMIL NADU

244. SHRI G KALAIVANAN, SUB INSPECTOR, TIRUNELVELI RAILWAY POLICE STATION, TAMIL NADU
245. SHRI N GANGATHARAN, SUB INSPECTOR, DISTRICT CRIME BRANCH THANJAVUR, TAMIL NADU
246. SHRI S RETHINASAMY, SUB INSPECTOR, PATTEESWARAM PS THANJAVUR, TAMIL NADU
247. SHRI E GENGANNA, SUB INSPECTOR, MOB SCRBN CHENNAI, TAMIL NADU

TELANGANA

248. SHRI VELIVALA SATYANARAYANA, DCP, HYDERABAD, TELANGANA
249. SHRI SURENDRANATH REDDY, DSP, IG INTELLIGENCE OFFICE HYDERABAD, TELANGANA
250. SHRI PALLE PREMCHANDER, SUB INSPECTOR, ID HYDERABAD, TELANGANA
251. SHRI K THIRU PAJI, SUB INSPECTORI, MAHBUBNAGAR, TELANGANA
252. SHRI BHUKYA BALA, SUB INSPECTOR, KARIMNAGAR, TELANGANA
253. SHRI C SHANKAR, SUB INSPECTOR, PTC KARIMNAGAR, TELANGANA
254. SHRI JAVV AJI VENKATA SESHA GHIRI RAO, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR, HYDERABAD, TELANGANA
255. SHRI SHAIK JALEEL AHMED, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR, HYDERABAD, TELANGANA
256. SHRI K SATYANARAYANA, CONSTABLE, HYDERABAD, TELANGANA
257. SHRI KAMMETA PRABHAKAR, HEAD CONSTABLE, HYDERABAD, TELANGANA
258. SHRI KASHETTY KISHAN, HEAD CONSTABLE, KARIMNAGAR, TELANGANA
259. SHRI MOHAMMED MAHMOOD, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR, AMBERPET PS, TELANGANA

TRIPURA

260. SHRI TAPAN SARKAR, SUBEDAR, BISHALGARH TRIPURA, TRIPURA
261. SHRI KUMARESH SHARMA, SUB INSPECTOR, AD NAGAR WEST TRIPRA, TRIPURA
262. SHRI RANJIT KUMAR ROY, CONSTABLE, SB ORGANISATION, TRIPURA
263. SHRI CHAITRA MOHAN DEBBARMA, HAVILDAR, JAMPUIJALA, TRIPURA
264. SMT. JAYA BHATTACHARJEE, SUB INSPECTOR, SPECIAL BRANCH, TRIPURA
265. SHRI DEBASISH CHOUDHURY, INSPECTOR, AD NAGAR AGARTALA, TRIPURA

Uttar Pradesh

266. DR. SANJEEV GUPTA, DIG, VARANSI RANGE, UTTAR PRADESH
267. SHRI ASHUTOSH KUMAR, DIG, BARELI, UTTAR PRADESH
268. SHRI PRAVEEN KUMAR, DIG, LUCKNOW, UTTAR PRADESH
269. SHRI Ratan Kant Paney, Commandant, Fatehpur, Uttar Pradesh
270. SHRI Piyush Srivastava, Superintendent of Police, Ambedkar Nagar, Uttar Pradesh
271. SHRI Diwakar Kumar, ADDL SP, CBCID Agra, Uttar Pradesh
272. SHRI Rakesh Kumar Jauly, ADDL SP, Kanpur Nagar, Uttar Pradesh
273. SHRI Jagdish Singh, ADDL SLP, Vig Estt Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh
274. SHRI Man Singh Chauhan, ADDL SP, Bulandshahr, Uttar Pradesh
275. SHRI Rajesh Kumar, ADDL SP, Allahabad, Uttar Pradesh
276. SHRI Om Prawash, ADDL SP, Gaziabad, Uttar Pradesh
277. SHRI Swami Nath, ASP, Pratapgarh, Uttar Pradesh
278. DR. Om Prawash Singh, ASP, Sitapur, Uttar Pradesh
279. Dr. Anil Kumar Mishra, ASP, Staff Officer IG Zone Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh
280. SMT. Rakesh Pushkar, ASP, Traffic Directorate Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh
281. SHRI Radhey Shyam Kol, DSP, Zo Chitrukoot, Uttar Pradesh
282. SHRI Vikrama Ram Premi, DSP, Pratapgarh, Uttar Pradesh
283. SHRI Jai Krishna Singh, DSP, Vig Estt Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh
284. SHRI Chandra Pal Singh, DSP, Meerut, Uttar Pradesh
285. SHRI Mohan Chandra Paney, DSP, Tharyfifth PAC Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh
286. SHRI Beer Singh, DSP, Shravasti, Uttar Pradesh
287. SHRI Ramsanehi Singh Yadav, DSP, Sitapur, Uttar Pradesh
288. SHRI Avinash Kumar Gautam, DSP, Liu Bareille, Uttar Pradesh
289. SHRI Rakesh Kumar Sharm, Inspector, Distt Bulandshahar, Uttar Pradesh
290. SHRI Ramvriksha Ram, Company Commander, Thirty Nine BN PAC Mirzapur, Uttar Pradesh
291. SHRI Triveni Prasad Dwivedi, Reserve Inspector, Varanasi, Uttar Pradesh
292. SHRI Shashikant Mishra, Inspector, EOW Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh
293. SHRI Madhusudan Shukla, Inspector, Mahoba, Uttar Pradesh
294. SHRI Devendra Singh Rathor, Inspector, Vigilance Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh
295. SHRI Rajveer Singh, Inspector, Sambhal, Uttar Pradesh
296. SHRI Sunil Kumar Sharma, Inspector, Badaun, Uttar Pradesh
297. SHRI RAMBHIYASI, PLATOON COMMANDER, TWENTY EIGHT BN, PAC ETAWA, UTTAR PRADESH
298. SHRI VIJAY SHANKAR YADAV, SUB INSPECTOR, PTC SITAPUR, UTTAR PRADESH
299. SHRI RAM CHANDRA PURI, RADIO SUB INSPECTOR, RHQ LUCKNOW, UTTAR PRADESH
300. SHRI HARENDRA KUMAR GAUTAM, SUB INSPECTOR, FIROZABAD, UTTAR PRADESH
301. SHRI RAMAKANT MISHRA, SUB INSPECTOR, BALRAMPUR, UTTAR PRADESH
302. SHRI KAMLA RAM, PLATOON COMMANDER, 36 BN PAC VARANASI, UTTAR PRADESH
303. SHRI HANSHRAJ SINGH, SUB INSPECTOR, HARDOI, UTTAR PRADESH
304. SHRI JITENDRA PRAKASH SHARMA, SUB INSPECTOR, MUZAFFARNAGAR, UTTAR PRADESH
305. SHRI SHARNVEER SINGH, SUB INSPECTOR, SHAMLI, UTTAR PRADESH
306. SHRI AMAR SINGH YADAV, SUB INSPECTOR, SHAHJAHERPUR, UTTAR PRADESH
307. SHRI RAMNAresh YADAV, SUB INSPECTOR, CBCID LUCKNOW, UTTAR PRADESH
308. SHRI YADUVEER SINGH YADAV, HEAD CONSTABLE, ACO LUCKNOW, UTTAR PRADESH
309. SHRI BHAGWAN DAS, HEAD CONSTABLE, HAMIRPUR, UTTAR PRADESH
310. SHRI VANSH BAHADUR, HEAD OPERATOR, RHQ LUCKNOW, UTTAR PRADESH
311. SHRI SUREN德拉 SINGH, HEAD CONSTABLE MT, FIROZABAD, UTTAR PRADESH
312. SHRI SHIV PRASAD MISHRA, HEAD CONSTABLE, LUCKNOW, UTTAR PRADESH
313. SHRI RAMA SHANKAR DUBE, HEAD CONSTABLE, ALLAHABAD, UTTAR PRADESH
314. SHRI MUHAMMAD SALEEM KHAN, HEAD CONSTABLE, INT HQ LUCKNOW, UTTAR PRADESH
315. SHRI UMASHANKAR SINGH, HEAD CONSTABLE (DRIVER), ATS LUCKNOW, UTTAR PRADESH
316. SHRI JAGDISH PRASAD YADAV, HEAD CONSTABLE, GAZIPUR, UTTAR PRADESH
317. SHRI DEV NARAYAN PANDEY, HEAD CONSTABLE, KANPUR NAGAR, UTTAR PRADESH
318. SHRI LAXMI PRASAD, HEAD OPERATOR, FOURTY TWO BN PAC ALLAHABAD, UTTAR PRADESH
319. SHRI MAHENDRA PRATAP SINGH, HEAD CONSTABLE, 37 BN PAC KANPUR, UTTAR PRADESH
320. SHRI BHARAT PRASAD, HEAD CONSTABLE, XI BN PAC SITAPUR, UTTAR PRADESH
321. SHRI DEEP NARAYAN SINGH, HEAD CONSTABLE, LUCKNOW, UTTAR PRADESH
322. SHRI LAXMI NARAYAN PANDEY, HEAD CONSTABLE, CBCID LUCKNOW, UTTAR PRADESH
323. SHRI AMAR SINGH, HEAD CONSTABLE P, BAGHPAT, UTTAR PRADESH
324. SHRI DESHPAL MALIK, HEAD CONSTABLE, GAUTAMBUDH NAGAR, UTTAR PRADESH
325. SHRI RAMESH KUMAR, HEAD CONSTABLE, KANPUR NAGAR, UTTAR PRADESH
326. SHRI MAHENDRA SINGH, HEAD CONSTABLE, 42 BN PAC ALLAHABAD, UTTAR PRADESH
327. SHRI KAILASH BABU, HEAD CONSTABLE, PRATAPGARH, UTTAR PRADESH
328. SHRI PRAMOD KUMAR, CONSTABLE DRIVER, STF LUCKNOW, UTTAR PRADESH
329. SHRI RAM ASHIS YADAV, CONSTABLE, MAHRAJGANJ, UTTAR PRADESH
330. SHRI TARA CHANDRA, CONSTABLE, BIJNOR, UTTAR PRADESH
331. SHRI SANJAY KUMAR SINGH, CONSTABLE, LUCKNOW, UTTAR PRADESH
332. SHRI SHIV NARAYAN PRASAD, CONSTABLE, VARANASI, UTTAR PRADESH
333. SHRI RAMESH CHANDRA SAINI, INSPECTOR CA, RHQ LUCKNOW, UTTAR PRADESH
334. SHRI SUSHIL KUMAR MISHRA, INSPECTOR LEKHA, POLICE HEAD QUARTER ALLAHABAD, UTTAR PRADESH
335. SHRI DINESH SINGH, SUB INSPECTOR M, VIGILANCE LUCKNOW, UTTAR PRADESH
336. SHRI SATYA PRAKASH SINGH, DIG, HQ LUCKNOW, UTTAR PRADESH
337. SHRI KHWAJA SALEEM AHMAD SHAH, ARO, LUCKNOW, UTTAR PRADESH

**UTTARAKHAND**

338. SHRI ROSHAN LAL SHARMA, COMMANDANT, FORTY PAC HARIDWAR, UTTARAKHAND
339. SHRI HARISH CHANDRA SATI, DEPUTY COMMANDANT, SDRF DEHRADUN, UTTARAKHAND
340. SHRI INDRA SINGH RANA, INSPECTOR, DISTRICT NAINTAL, UTTARAKHAND
341. SHRI JEET SINGH POKHARIYA, PLATOON COMMANDER, FORTY SIX PAC RUDRAPUR UDHAMSSINGHNAGAR, UTTARAKHAND
342. SHRI GOVIND RAM, PLATOON COMMANDANT, FORTY SIX PAC RUDRAPUR UDHAMSSINGHNAGAR, UTTARAKHAND

**WEST BENGAL**

343. SHRI K JAYARAMAN, DIRECTOR, SWAMY VIVEKANANDA STATE POLICE ACADEMY, BARRACKPORE, WEST BENGAL
344. SHRI DEBASIS MUKHERJEE, DEPUTY SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE, DIRECTORATE OF SECURITY, WEST BENGAL, WEST BENGAL
345. SHRI SWAPAN KUMAR GHOSH, ASSISTANT COMMANDANT, STATE ARMED POLICE 10TH BATTALLION JALPAIGURI, WEST BENGAL
346. SHRI BISWAJIT GHOSAL, ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER OF POLICE, TRAFFIC DEPARTMENT KOLKATA, WEST BENGAL
368. SHRI SANJAY SHARMA, COMMANDANT, STC BSF CHAKUR LATUR MAHARASHTRA, BSF
369. SHRI RATTAN CHAND SHARMA, COMMANDANT, RAMTIRATH AMRITSAR PUNJAB, BSF
370. SHRI PRAMOD KUMAR RATHORE, COMMANDANT, ONE HUNDRED TWELVE BN BSF SRIKARANPUR RAJASTHAN, BSF
371. SHRI BRIJ NATH PRADHAN, COMMANDANT, RAJOURI JAMMU AND KASHMIR, BSF
372. SHRI MALKIAT SINGH, COMMANDANT, ONE HUNDRED NINETY THREE BN BSF SRIGANGANAGAR RAJASTHAN, BSF
373. SHRI MAHABIR PRASAD, COMMANDANT, SECTOR HQ BSF BHILAI DURG CHHATTISGARH, BSF
374. SHRI SHEKHAR GUPTA, COMMANDANT, STC BSF SRINAGAR HUMHAMA SRINAGAR, BSF
375. SHRI HARMEEET SINGH, COMMANDANT, SHQ BSF INDRESHWAR NAGAR JAMMU, BSF
376. SHRI MOHAN SINGH DANGI, DEPUTY COMMANDANT, DIG HQ FHQ BSF NEW DELHI, BSF
377. SHRI MOOL CHAND, DEPUTY COMMANDNAT, KHASA AMRITSAR PUNJAB, BSF
378. SHRI TEEKA RAM SHARMA, DEPUTY COMMANDNAT, NINETY FIVE BATTALION BSF BHONDSI HARYANA, BSF
379. SHRI MARCUS MASIH, SECOND IN COMMAND, ROSHANBAGH MURSHIDABAD WB, BSF
380. SHRI SATPAL, SECOND IN COMMAND, NINE BATTALION BSF SEEMANAGAR NADIA WEST BENGAL, BSF
381. SHRI SUNDER LAL SHARMA, DEPUTY COMMANDANT, SRIKARANPUR RAJASTHAN, BSF
382. SHRI SATISH CHANDER, SECOND IN COMMAND, MAHATPUR NADIA WEST BENGAL, BSF
383. SHRI RAGHU NARAYAN DAS, DEPUTY COMMANDANT, SHQ BSF TELIAMURA KHASIMANGAL TRIPURA, BSF
384. SHRI BHAIRUN LAL SANKHLA, DEPUTY COMMANDANT, RAMGARH RAJASTHAN, BSF
385. SHRI RADHEY SHAM, DEPUTY COMMANDANT, SIXTY TWO BN BSF PALOURA JAMMU, BSF
386. SHRI HARI RAM SHARMA, DEPUTY COMMANDNAT, ONE HUNDRED NINETY ONE BN BSF KHEMKARAN PUNJAB, BSF
387. SHRI ATUL VYAS, SECOND IN COMMAND, EIGHT BN BSF ANUPGARH RAJASTHAN, BSF
388. SHRI SUNIL KUMAR GUPTA, DEPUTY COMMANDNAT, STC BSF UDHAMPUR JAMMU AND KASHMIR, BSF
389. SHRI PRAKASH CHANDRA RAI, SECOND IN COMMAND, BHUJ GUJARAT, BSF
390. SHRI MADHU KUMAR RANA, DEPUTY COMMANDANT, SEVENTY ONE BN BSF ALAMGANJ DHUBRI ASSAM, BSF
391. SHRI RANJIT SINGH RANGRA, SECOND IN COMMAND, FIFTY ONE BN BSF BAGAFA TRIPURA, BSF
392. SHRI CHANDRAMA SINGH, ASSISTANT COMMANDANT, TWENTY FIVE BN BSF CHHAWLA NEW DELHI, BSF
393. SHRI RAM SINGH, ASSISTANT COMMANDANT, 117 BN BSF SANATNAGAR JAMMU AND KASHMIR, BSF
394. SHRI SAMIR CHANDRA DAS, ASSISTANT COMMANDANT, ONE HUNDRED SIXTY SIX BN BSF SERCHHIP MIZORAM, BSF
395. SHRI GOPAL DAS SONI, ASSISTANT COMMANDANT, TSU BSF TEKANPUR GWALIOR MADHYA PRADESH, BSF
396. SHRI PRAMOD KUMAR, INSPECTOR, BSF ACADEMY TEKANPUR, BSF
397. SHRI AMIYA ROY BHAUMIK, INSPECTOR, FATIKCHERA TRIPURA, BSF
398. SHRI NARENDER SINGH SAKLANI, INSPECTOR, THIRTY THREE BN BSF AKHNOOR JAMMU, BSF
399. SHRI RANJEET SINGH, INSPECTOR, THIRTY SEVEN BN BSF NEHRUNAGAR BARMER RAJASTHAN, BSF
400. SHRI MOHD AKRAM, INSPECTOR, 127 BN BSF PALOURA JAMMU, BSF
401. SHRI KIRPAL SINGH, INSPECTOR, NINETY BN BSF ABOHAR PUNJAB, BSF
402. SHRI PRAKASH CHANDRA, INSPECTOR, 195 BN BSF MOHANPUR TRIPURA, BSF
403. SHRI RAJENDER SINGH, INSPECTOR, 142 BN BSF GANDHINAGAR GUJARAT, BSF
404. SHRI BHANDARKAWATHE CHANDRAKANT SIDRAM, INSPECTOR, ONE HUNDRED EIGHT BN BSF BHUJ GUJARAT, BSF
405. SHRI KANAKANATH MG, INSPECTOR, SHQ BSF TRIVENDRUM VALLAKADAVU KERALA, BSF
406. SHRI ARUN KUMAR BHADULA, INSPECTOR, FTR HQ BSF GUWAHATI ASSAM, BSF
407. SHRI MATHEW ABRAHAM, INSPECTOR, STS BSF BANGALORE, BSF
408. SHRI JAGRUP SINGH, SUB INSPECTOR, 192 BN BSF R S PURA JAMMU, BSF
409. SHRI M T CHUNGA, SUB INSPECTOR, SHQ BSF SHILLONG, BSF
410. SHRI OM PRAKASH, SUB INSPECTOR, FIFTY THREE BN BSF MASIMPUR CACHAR ASSAM, BSF
411. SHRI NAGAR MAL, CONSTABLE, 90 BN BSF ABOHAR PUNJAB, BSF

CBI

412. SHRI TARUN GAUBA, DIG, ACB CHANDIGARH, CBI
413. SHRI GYANENDRA KUMAR VERMA, DEPUTY DIRECTOR, CBI HQ NEW DELHI, CBI
414. DR. ATUL DIGAMBAR FULZELE, DIG, ACB MUMBAI, CBI
415. SMT. P C THENMOZHI, SP, ACB CHENNAI, CBI
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416. SHRI K PRADEEP KUMAR, DSP, EO III DELHI, CBI
417. SHRI PRAMOD KUMAR, DSP, AC I NEW DELHI, CBI
418. SHRI THAKUR SINGH BHANDARI, INSPECTOR, ACB GHASIABAD, CBI
419. SHRI SURENDER SINGH YADAV, INSPECTOR, AC II NEW DELHI, CBI
420. SHRI NILAMBUR NARAYANAN SRIRKISHNAN, INSPECTOR, CBI SU CHENNAI, CBI
421. SHRI SACHIDA NANDA RATH, INSPECTOR, ACB BHUBANESWAR, CBI
422. SHRI ARJUN VASANT PAWAR, INSPECTOR, EOW MUMBAI, CBI
423. SHRI SHAHI MOHAMMED, SI, ACB JODHPUR, CBI
424. SHRI DIGAMBIR SINGH BISHT, ASI, ACB GUWAHATI, CBI
425. SHRI RAJINDER SINGH, HEAD CONSTABLE, CBI ACADEMY GHASIABAD, CBI
426. SHRI SUKHBIR SINGH, HEAD CONSTABLE, ACB KOLKATA, CBI
427. SHRI SHASHI PAL, HEAD CONSTABLE, ACB RANCHI, CBI
428. SHRI ADU RAM, HEAD CONSTABLE, CBI SU NEW DELHI, CBI
429. SHRI MAHAMBIR SINGH, HEAD CONSTABLE, BS&FC MUMBAI, CBI
430. SHRI VIRENDER KUMAR KHATRI, HEAD CONSTABLE, ACB GUWAHATI, CBI
431. SHRI KAMLESH KUMAR, CONSTABLE, CBI HQ NEW DELHI, CBI
432. SHRI V BALAJI, CONSTABLE, ACB CHENNAI, CBI
433. SHRI BALI RAM, OFFICE SUPERINTENDENT, CBI HQ NEW DELHI, CBI

CISF

434. SHRI SHAKTI DHAR DOBHAL, SENIOR COMMANDANT, CENTRAL INDUSTRIAL SECURITY FORCE UNIT ISRO BANGALORE, CISF
435. SHRI SHARAD KUMAR, SENIOR COMMANDANT, CISF UNIT CGBS NEW DELHI, CISF
436. SHRI K V K SRIRAM, SENIOR COMMANDANT, CISF SOUTH SECTOR HQRS CHENNAI, CISF
437. SHRI HIMANSHU PANDEY, SENIOR COMMANDANT, CISF UNIT MUMBAI PORT TRUST, CISF
438. SHRI ANIL BALI, SENIOR COMMANDANT, CISF GROUP HQRS PATNA, CISF
439. SHRI JACOB KISPOTTA, SENIOR COMMANDANT, CISF UNIT VISAKHAPATNAM STEEL PLANT, CISF
440. SHRI PRAVEEN KUMAR SHARMA, ASSISTANT COMMANDANT, CISF UNIT NAPS NARORA, CISF
441. SHRI GANESH BALOONI, ASSISTANT COMMANDANT, CISF UNIT CGBS NEW DELHI, CISF
442. SHRI PRATAP SINGH DAGAR, ASSISTANT COMMANDANT, CISF FORCE HQRS NEW DELHI, CISF
443. SHRI BACHCHA LAL SAW, INSPECTOR, CISF FORCE HQRS NEW DELHI, CISF
444. SHRI AJAY KUMAR SINHA, INSPECTOR, CISF EAST SECTOR HQRS PATNA, CISF
445. SHRI KHUSHAL SINGH BISHT, SUB INSPECTOR, CISF UNIT THDC TEHRI, CISF
446. SHRI BALWAN SINGH, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR, CISF UNIT NEW DELHI AIRPORT, CISF
447. SHRI BASANT KUMAR SARKAR, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR, CISF UNIT DURGAPUR STEEL PLANT, CISF
448. SHRI MAKRAND RAMCHANDRA, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR, CISF UNIT BIOM KIRANDUL, CISF
449. SHRI RAKESH KUMAR, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR, CISF UNIT BSL BOKARO, CISF
450. SHRI RAM BABU, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR, CISF UNIT VSTPP VINDHYANAGAR, CISF
451. SHRI P NARAYAN POOJARY, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR, CISF UNIT SDSC SHAR SRIHARIKOTA, CISF
452. SHRI PRITHIVI RAJ SHARMA, HEAD CONSTABLE, CISF NORTH ZONE HQRS NEW DELHI, CISF
453. SHRI JAGAT SINGH, HEAD CONSTABLE, CISF UNIT DHEP DULHASTI, CISF
454. SHRI JOSHI NARAN, HEAD CONSTABLE, CISF UNIT ONGC ANKLESHWAR, CISF
455. SHRI MARKOSE ZACHARIA, HEAD CONSTABLE, CISF SOUTH SECTOR HQRS CHENNAI, CISF
456. SHRI PRATAP SINGH RAJPUT, HEAD CONSTABLE, CISF RTC BARWAHA, CISF
457. SHRI JAYANT NATH MONDAL, HEAD CONSTABLE, CISF UNIT OIL DULIAJAN, CISF

CRPF

458. DR. DIGVIJAYA SINGH, IG, COMPOSITE HOSPITAL CRPF HYDERABAD, CRPF
459. SHRI IRUNGBAM LOKENDRA SINGH, COMMANDANT, JASPUR CHHATISGARH, CRPF
460. SHRI ALOK AVASTHY, COMMANDANT, BIJAPUR CHHATISGARH, CRPF
461. SHRI SHASHI PRAKASH SINGH, COMMANDANT, PULWAMA JAMMU KASHMIR, CRPF
462. SHRI ASHU SHUKLA, COMMANDANT, DHURVA RANCHI JHARKHAND, CRPF
463. SHRI VINOD KARTHIK, COMMANDANT, AVADI CHENNAI TAMILNADU, CRPF
464. SHRI ANIL KUMAR BHARDWAJ, COMMANDANT, SRINAGAR JAMMU KASHMIR, CRPF
465. SHRI VINAY NEGI, COMMANDANT, LODHI ROAD NEW DELHI, CRPF
466. SHRI YATENDRA KUMAR RAJPUT, COMMANDANT, RAJORI JAMMU KASHMIR, CRPF
467. SHRI KISHOR PRASAD, COMMANDANT, BASTAR CHHATISGARH, CRPF
468. SHRI HIMANSHU KUMAR, COMMANDANT, ROURKELA PAMPOSH ODISHA, CRPF
469. SHRI YAKUB KHAN, SECOND IN COMMAND, ALIGARH UP, CRPF
470. SHRI K. NOGEN SINGH, SECOND IN COMMAND, MANTRIPUKHRI IMPHAL MANIPUR, CRPF
471. SHRI KAMALDEEP SINGH, SECOND IN COMMAND, TIRAP ARUNACHAL PRADESH, CRPF
472. SHRI FULGENCE KULLU, SECOND IN COMMAND, MUNIGUDA RAYAGADA ODISHA, CRPF
473. SHRI BED RAM JAKHAR, SECOND IN COMMAND, BAWANA DELHI, CRPF
474. SHRI PURAN SINGH RAWAT, SECOND IN COMMAND, HUMHUMA SRINAGAR JAMMU KASHMIR, CRPF
475. SHRI RAKESH KUMAR TOMAR, SECOND IN COMMAND, MAYUR VIHAR DELHI, CRPF
476. SHRI SUKHBIR SINGH, SECOND IN COMMAND, SUNDAR BANI RAJOURI JAMMU KASHMIR, CRPF
477. SHRI AJAR MOHD, ASSISTANT COMMANDANT, NEEMUCH MADHYA PRADESH, CRPF
478. SHRI SURESH KUMAR, ASSISTANT COMMANDANT, SRINAGAR JAMMU KASHMIR, CRPF
479. SHRI RAM KUMAR, INSPECTOR, LOKTAK CHURACHANDPUR MANIPUR, CRPF
480. SHRI N. ANSARI, INSPECTOR, SILAM GUMLA JHARKHAND, CRPF
481. SHRI JAGPHOOL SINGH, INSPECTOR GD, MANTRIPUKHRI IMPHAL MANIPUR, CRPF
482. SHRI V SELVAN, INSPECTOR, PERINGOM KANNUR KERALA, CRPF
483. SHRI SAHEBRAO GHUGE, INSPECTOR, LAMPHHELPAT IMPHAL MANIPUR, CRPF
484. SHRI SURGYANEE RAM, INSPECTOR, KADARPUR GURGAON HARYANA, CRPF
485. SHRI P.R. BHUTIA, INSPECTOR, SUSHRUTA NAGAR DARJEELING WB, CRPF
486. SHRI SHRIKIRSHAN YADAV, INSPECTOR, FATEHGARH SAHIB PUNJAB, CRPF
487. SHRI GYANENDRA KUMAR AGNIHOTRI, INSPECTOR, CHINGPAL BASTAR CHHATISGARH, CRPF
488. SHRI RAM KUMAR SHARMA, INSPECTOR, JHARODA KALAN NEW DELHI, CRPF
489. SHRI JITENDER SINGH, INSPECTOR, KHONSA TIRAP ARUNACHAL PRADESH, CRPF
490. SHRI OM PRAKASH, INSPECTOR, JAMUI BIHAR, CRPF
491. SHRI TEJ PRATAP, INSPECTOR, JORHAT ASSAM, CRPF
492. SHRI MOHD. CHANDRUDDIN AHMED, INSPECTOR, KATHUA J&K, CRPF
493. SHRI GULLA RAM BALAI, INSPECTOR, PULWAMA JAMMU KASHMIR, CRPF
494. SHRI CHETTY EKAMBARAM KALAHASTI, INSPECTOR, SECUNDERABAD TELANGANA, CRPF
495. SHRI SARDAR SINGH, INSPECTOR, NAGAON ASSAM, CRPF
496. SHRI RAM PRAMOD SINGH, INSPECTOR, GUWAHATI ASSAM, CRPF
497. SHRI SOMENATH BISWAS, SUB INSPECTOR, DARJEELING WB, CRPF
498. SHRI KHEMRAJ BIJLWAN, SUB INSPECTOR, NAMSAI ARUNACHAL PRADESH, CRPF
499. SHRI H.M. BHARDWAJ, SUB INSPECTOR, LOKTAK CHURACHANDPUR MANIPUR, CRPF
500. SHRI SHAHDEEN ALI, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR, BAWANA DELHI, CRPF
501. SHRI MANAS KUMAR DEY, SUB INSPECTOR, GANDHI NAGAR GUJRAT, CRPF
502. SHRI TRINATH GOUDA, CONSTABLE, BHUBNESWAR ODISHA, CRPF
503. MRS. NEELAM THAKUR, INSPECTOR, MEERUT UP, CRPF
504. SHRI VINOD KUMAR VASHISHT, INSPECTOR, JHARODA KALAN NEW DELHI, CRPF
505. SHRI SASEENDRAN NAIR N, INSPECTOR, TRIVANDRUM KERALA, CRPF
506. SHRI MAHESH CHANDRA, SUB INSPECTOR, RAMPUR UP, CRPF
507. SHRI KHALILUR RAHMAN, SUB INSPECTOR, AMBIKAPUR CG, CRPF
508. SHRI VEEDHI KESAVADAS, HEAD CONSTABLE, BANGALORE KARNATAKA, CRPF
509. SHRI INDRA NARAYAN SINGH, CONSTABLE, GOALPARA ASSAM, CRPF
510. SHRI MAHABIR SINGH, CONSTABLE, EAST SINGHBHUM JHARKHAND, CRPF
511. SHRI RAJNESH KUMAR, ASSISTANT COMMANDANT, LODHI ROAD NEW DELHI, CRPF
512. SHRI T DAYALAN, ASSISTANT COMMANDANT, SALT LAKE KOLKATA, CRPF
513. SHRI MAQBOOL HUSSAIN, SUB INSPECTOR, SRINAGAR JK, CRPF
514. SHRI SITA RAM SINGH, SUB INSPECTOR, RAIPUR CHHATISGARH, CRPF

MINISTRY OF HOME AFFAIRS

515. SHRI SANTOSH RAVI VARMA, DEPUTY DIRECTOR, TRIVENDRUM, MINISTRY OF HOME AFFAIRS
516. SHRI NISHIT KUMAR UJJWAL, DEPUTY DIRECTOR, VARANASI, MINISTRY OF HOME AFFAIRS
517. SHRI SUMIT CHATURVEDI, DEPUTY DIRECTOR, IMPHAL, MINISTRY OF HOME AFFAIRS
518. SHRI ASHWINE RATHORE, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, NEW DELHI, MINISTRY OF HOME AFFAIRS
519. SHRI HARBAJAN SINGH, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, DELHI, MINISTRY OF HOME AFFAIRS
520. SHRI SHANKER PRASAD, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, NEW DELHI, MINISTRY OF HOME AFFAIRS
521. SHRI VIPLAV -, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, NEW DELHI, MINISTRY OF HOME AFFAIRS
522. SHRI MATHURANATH NANDA, DEPUTY CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE OFFICER, NEW DELHI, MINISTRY OF HOME AFFAIRS
523. SHRI SUMAN CHATTERJEE, DCIO, SRINAGAR, MINISTRY OF HOME AFFAIRS
524. SHRI DEEPAK JHA, DCIO, NEW DELHI, MINISTRY OF HOME AFFAIRS
525. SHRI JIJO JACOB, DCIO, CHENNAI, MINISTRY OF HOME AFFAIRS
526. SHRI MANORANJAN KUMAR SINHA, DCIO, DELHI, MINISTRY OF HOME AFFAIRS
527. SMT. ANU SARWATE, DCIO, BHOPAL, MINISTRY OF HOME AFFAIRS
528. MRS. BHARTI SAMANTRY, DCIO, DELHI, MINISTRY OF HOME AFFAIRS
529. SHRI SUKHMOHINDER SINGH, DCIO, CHANDIGARH, MINISTRY OF HOME AFFAIRS
530. MRS. DAISY SASTRI, DCIO, GUWAHATI, MINISTRY OF HOME AFFAIRS
531. SHRI VENKATESH SATYANARAYAN, DCIO, NEW DELHI, MINISTRY OF HOME AFFAIRS
532. SHRI RAMESH VENKATESAN, SO, CHENNAI, MINISTRY OF HOME AFFAIRS
533. SHRI SANJAY KUMAR GUPTA, SECTION OFFICER, NEW DELHI, MINISTRY OF HOME AFFAIRS
534. MRS. V KAMESHWARI, PS, NEW DELHI, MINISTRY OF HOME AFFAIRS
535. SHRI DEVENDRA RASTOGI, PS, NEW DELHI, MINISTRY OF HOME AFFAIRS
536. SHRI VIJAY MADHAVA RAO CHORGE, ACIO-II, NEW DELHI, MINISTRY OF HOME AFFAIRS
537. SHRI RAJENDRA PRASAD TIWARI, ACIO-II, LUCKNOW, MINISTRY OF HOME AFFAIRS
538. SHRI THAMPI JOSEPH KALIANAPARAMBIL, JIO-I, TRIVENDRUM, MINISTRY OF HOME AFFAIRS

ITBP

539. SHRI MRITYUNJAY KUMAR, DIG, NORTH EAST FRONTIER ITBP ITANAGAR ARUNACHAL PRADESH, ITBP
540. SHRI PAWAN KUMAR NEGI, COMMANDANT, BTC BHAU ITBP DISTT PANCHKULA HARYANA, ITBP
541. SHRI PAWAN SINGH, SECOND IN COMMAND, FIFTEEN BN ITBP DISTT UDHAMPUR J & K, ITBP
542. SHRI BASANT KUMAR, SECOND IN COMMAND, DTE GENL ITBP, NEW DELHI, ITBP
543. SHRI ASHOK KUMAR SHARMA, ASSISTANT COMMANDANT, NW FTR HQ ITBP CHANDIGARH, ITBP
544. SHRI ANAND SINGH KATHAYAT, ASSISTANT COMMANDANT, DTE GENL ITBP NEW DELHI, ITBP
545. SHRI HANS RAJ, SUBEDAR MAJOR, 49 BN ITBP BASAR ARUNACHAL PRADESH, ITBP
546. SMT. GOMATHI ANIL, ASSISTANT, DTE GENL ITBP NEW DELHI, ITBP
547. SHRI ARJUN SINGH, INSPECTOR, BTC BHANU ITBP PANCHKULA HARYANA, ITBP
548. SHRI FATE SINGH, INSPECTOR, SHQ (L & C), NEW DELHI, ITBP
549. SHRI MUKUT BIHARI, INSPECTOR, 12 BN ITBP UTTARKASHI UTTARKHAND, ITBP
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550. SHRI GAMBHIR SINGH, SUB INSPECTOR, SHQ BENGALURU ITBP KARNATAKA, ITBP

**NSG**

551. SHRI SANJAY PANT, GROUP COMMANDER, HQ NSG PALAM NEW DELHI, NSG

552. SHRI ISH AUL, GROUP COMMANDER, HQ NSG PALAM NEW DELHI, NSG

553. SHRI VIVEK BHANDRAL, GROUP COMDR, HQ NSG PALAM NEW DELHI, NSG

554. SHRI VIREN德拉 SINGH RAUTELA, ASSTT COMMANDER, HQ NSG PALAM NEW DELHI, NSG

**SSB**

555. SHRI SUDHIR VERMA, DY INSPECTOR GENERAL, FTR HQR SSB PATNA, BIHAR, SSB

556. SHRI AMIT SHARMA, COMMANDANT, RTC SSB ALWAR, RAJASTHAN, SSB

557. SHRI SANJAY BAHADUR CHAND, SECOND-IN-COMMAND, 43RD BN SSB PATTAN BARAMULLA JAMMU AND KASHMIR, SSB

558. SHRI PRAKASH CHANDRA RATURI, DEPUTY COMMANDANT, TTC SSB KASUMPTI DISTT SHIMLA HIMAChAL PRADESH, SSB

559. SHRI PREM KUMAR P N, ASSISTANT COMMANDANT, FHQ SSB, NEW DELHI, SSB

560. SHRI MADAN LAL, ASSISTANT COMMANDANT, SHQ SPL OPS SSB SRINAGAR JAMMU AND KASHMIR, SSB

561. SHRI BHIM SINGH THARKOTI, JT AREA ORGANISER, AO SSB KOKRAJHAR ASSAM, SSB

562. SHRI MANGAT RAM, INSPECTOR, SHQ SSB GANGTOK SIKKIM, SSB

563. SHRI VINODAN K N, INSPECTOR, RTC SSB CHANDUKHERI BHOPAL MP, SSB

564. SHRI MAHIPAL SINGH, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR, 55 BN SSB PITHORAGARH UTTARAKHAND, SSB

565. SHRI BALBIR SINGH NEGI, SENIOR FIELD ASSISTANT, FHQ SSB NEW DELHI, SSB

**SPG**

566. SHRI KAMAL KHULBE, ASSISTANT INSPECTOR GENERAL, NEW DELHI, SPG

567. SHRI P KUMARA VELU, SENIOR SECURITY ASSISTANT, NEW DELHI, SPG

568. SHRI SHOORBIR SINGH, SENIOR SECURITY ASSISTANT, NEW DELHI, SPG

**NEPA**

569. SHRI VINCENT LANONG, INSPECTOR, MEGHALAYA, NEPA

570. SHRI BISHU KARMAKAR, HEAD CONSATABLE, MEGHALAYA, NEPA
571. SHRI PREM ANAND SINHA, ZONAL DIRECTOR, NCB, CHENNAI, NCB

572. SHRI PARMINDER SINGH GULATI, DEPUTY SUPERINTENDENT FINGER PRINT, EAST BLOCK-7, R K PURAM, NCRB

573. SHRI KULBIR SINGH, DEPUTY SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE, NHRC NEW DELHI, NHRC

NATIONAL INVESTIGATION AGENCY

574. SHRI DHAN RAM SINGH, ADDITIONAL SUPRINTENDENT OF POLICE SP, NATIONAL INVESTIGATION AGENCY NEW DELHI, NATIONAL INVESTIGATION AGENCY

575. SHRI A NARSIMHULU NAIDU, HEAD CONSTABLE, NATIONAL INVESTIGATION AGENCY HYDERABAD, NATIONAL INVESTIGATION AGENCY

NDRF

576. SHRI VIJAY SINHA, COMMANDANT, 9 BN NDRF, PATNA BIHAR, NDRF

577. SHRI PRASHANT DAR, COMMANDANT, 10TH BN, NDRF GUNTUR AP, NDRF

578. SHRI MANISH RANJAN, COMMANDANT, NDRF ACADEMY NAGPUR, NDRF

SVP NPA

579. SHRI G. S. CHUNDAWAT, HEAD CONSTABLE, HYDERABAD, SVP NPA

580. SHRI BHANWAR LAL, HEAD CONSTABLE, HYDERABAD, SVP NPA

M/O CIVIL AVIATION

581. SHRI KRISHNA CHANDRA UPADHYAY, DEPUTY DIRECTOR, MAHIPAL PUR NEW DELHI, M/O CIVIL AVIATION

M/O RAILWAYS

582. SHRI ANIL RAMCHANDRA BHALERAO, DIVISIONAL SECURITY COMMISSIONER, HUBLI DIVISION, KARNATAKA, M/O RAILWAYS

583. SHRI VISHOK GUPTA, ASSISTANT SECURITY COMMISSIONER, RAIL BHAWAN, NEW DELHI, M/O RAILWAYS

584. SHRI D SARAT BABU, ASSISTANT SECURITY COMMISSIONER, NWR HQRS, JAIPUR, M/O RAILWAYS

585. SHRI SYED MOHD. AHMED, INSPECTOR, PIPARIYA MADHYA PARDESH, M/O RAILWAYS

586. SHRI RAKESH SHARMA, INSPECTOR, HAZARAT NIZAMUDDIN, DELHI, M/O RAILWAYS
587. SHRI JAISA RAM JAT, INSPECTOR, 12 BN RPSF, THAKURLI MUMBAI, M/O RAILWAYS
588. SHRI PARAS NATH SINGH, INSPECTOR, 2ND BN RPSF GORAKHPUR, M/O RAILWAYS
589. SHRI ANIL KUMAR, SUB INSPECTOR, DIVISIONAL HQRS, FIROZPUR, M/O RAILWAYS
590. SHRI UMED SINGH, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR, BIKANER RAJASTHAN, M/O RAILWAYS
591. SHRI JAI SINGH, ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR, BIKANER RAJASTHAN, M/O RAILWAYS
592. SHRI C KRISHNA, HEAD CONSTABLE, RAIL WHEEL FACTORY, YELAHANKA, M/O RAILWAYS
593. SHRI S K FARUK AR RAHMAN, HEAD CONSTABLE, TOLLYGUNGE, KOLKATA, M/O RAILWAYS
594. SHRI I H HANDRAL, HEAD CONSTABLE, HUBBALI, M/O RAILWAYS
595. SHRI ROHTASH SINGH, HEAD CONSTABLE, DAYABASTI DELHI, M/O RAILWAYS

M/O ENVIRONMENT FOREST & CLIMATE CHANGE

596. SHRI SOM PRAKASH, HEAD CONSTABLE, WCCB, DELHI, ENVIRONMENT FOREST & CLIMATE CHANGE

M/O STATISTICS & P.I.

597. SMT. MEENU CHOUDHARY, PRIVATE SECRETARY TO THE MINISTER, NEW DELHI, MINISTRY OF STATISTICS & P.I.

**********

*****

*****************************************************************************